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It is well known that an invertible fractional ideal of a commuta-

tive ring with identity must be finitely generated. S. U. Chase has

shown that for any positive integer n, there is an integral domain Wn

containing an invertible ideal with a basis of n, but no fewer, genera-

tors. Chase's example does not appear in the literature, but the ex-

ample has been referred to by Bass in [l, 541], by Swan in [4, 270],

and by Gilmer and Heinzer in [2]. We know of no verification of the

details of Chase's example independent of Swan's results in [4] ; these

results of Swan are quite involved.

In this note, we give an example of a domain 7>„ with identity con-

taining an invertible ideal An with a basis of n, but no fewer, gen-

erators. The domain Dn is related to, but not isomorphic to, Chase's

domain Wn. However, our verification that An has no basis of fewer

than n elements depends only upon Lemma 1, a result which should

be of independent interest in itself. The proof of Lemma 1 requires

essentially only the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem [3, 152].

We use E to denote the field of real numbers; n is a positive integer

greater than one, and {J¡},li is a set of indeterminates over E.

Lemma 1. If ft, • • • , fn-iEE[Xi, • • • , X„], where each nonzero

monomial of each f \ has odd degree, and if

Sn <U = («i, • • • , un) E En   X M< = a\ .

where a is a fixed positive real number, then /1, • • • , fn-i have a com-

mon zero on Sn.

Proof. Consider the mapping g:Sn—>An_1 defined by g{u) = (/i(m),

• • ■ ,/„_i(w)). g is continuous, and the hypothesis on the/,'s implies

that giu) = —g( — u) for any uESn. By the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem,

there exists a pair {u, —u} of antipodal points of Sn such that

g(u)—g,(~u)- Consequently, g(u) = (0, • • • , 0), and u is acommon

zero of the/<'s on Sn.

Now let Jn = E[{XiXj}i<i,j<n],\et s = £Xi A?, and let Dn = (Jn)N,

where N= {$*}£ 0. If An is the ideal of Dn generated by {AiA,}i<,<„,
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then An is invertible, for clearly AlQX\D„, but equality holds since

X\ =X\s/s = XXi (XiXi)2/sEAn. Therefore, An is invertible and has

a basis of re elements. But if gi, • • • , gn~iEAn, then there exist poly-

nomials /i, • • • , fn-iEE[Xi, • • • , Xn] such that each nonzero

monomial in each /,• has odd degree and such that gf = Xif{ for each

i. By Lemma 1 the /¿'s, and hence the g.'s, have a common zero

m=(wi, • • • , un) in E" other than the origin. The equality An

— {gii - - - i gn-i}D„ would imply the existence of a subset

{ha}i<i,i<n-i of Jn and a positive integer r such that

n-l

XiXks' = X hiXifi
i=l

for 1 ̂ ¿^re. Thus

n—1

XkSr =   X ¿ij/y
J'=l

and

h- i

uk[s(u)]r = 2 hki(u)fi(u) = 0.
y=i

Since s(re)?í0, it then follows that uk = 0 for each ¿, a contradiction.

Hence An has no basis of re —1 elements.
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